Abstract-We present a new fast radix-3 algorithm for the computation of the length-generalized discrete Hartley transform of type-II (GDHT-II), where , . Then we apply this algorithm to the direct computation of length-GDHT-II coefficients when given three adjacent length-GDHT-II coefficients. The computational complexity of the proposed method is lower than that of the traditional approach for length . The arithmetic operations can be saved from 19% to 29% for varying from 9 to 243 and from 17% to 29% for varying from 12 to 384. Furthermore, the new approach can be easily implemented.
T HE generalized discrete Hartley transform (GDHT) has been used in many digital signal and image processing tasks. The GDHT can be used as an alternative of the corresponding discrete Fourier transform when the input sequence is real [1] , [2] . It was shown [3] that the type-I, -II, -III, and -IV GDHT and the discrete transform (DWT) have similar definitions with different scaling factors. Many fast algorithms for efficient computation of GDHT have been reported in the literature [4] [5] [6] [7] . Among them, Hu [4] proposed a fast algorithm for computing the GDHT, which is devoted to sequences with length being power of two. Zhao [6] derived a fast radix-3 decimation in frequency algorithm for computing the type-I GDHT. Bi [7] developed fast algorithms for calculating GDHT of composite sequence lengths. In signal or image compression technique using the GDHT, the following question arises: How can we directly manipulate such a compressed data stored in the GDHT domain? In other words, how can we construct a long GDHT sequence from several short GDHT sequences? This problem may be encountered when the signals are stored in the GDHT domain. In such a case, the signals need to be processed before being displayed, transmitted, etc. Some of the frequently used processing operations are scaling, filtering, translation, and rotation. When the scaling operation is concerned, it is necessary to construct a long GDHT sequence from several short GDHT sequences or to decompose a long GDHT sequence into some short GDHT sequences in the compressed domain.
In a previous work [8] , we have addressed this problem by considering the direct computation of the length-type-II GDHT (GDHT-II) coefficients, when the two adjacent sets of GDHT-II coefficients are given. Recently, Chiper [9] has made an improvement on the Shu's algorithm.
Since both algorithms reported in [8] and [9] deal with the case of two sequences, we now focus on the case of three adjacent sequences in this letter. It is worth noting that the same problem has been already treated by Pei and Kao in DCT domain [10] . By combining the algorithm proposed in this paper with Chiper's method, many GDHT domain operations, such as fractional scaling by the factor of , can be realized in a simple and efficient way.
The rest of the letter is organized as follows. Section II presents a new fast radix-3 algorithm for computing the GDHT-II. In Section III, we propose the way to obtain the -point GDHT-II coefficients when given the three adjacent -point GDHTs' coefficients. The analysis of the computational complexity is given and comparison with the traditional scheme is also provided in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RADIX-3 ALGORITHM FOR FAST COMPUTATION OF GDHT-II
The GDHT-II of an input data sequence , , is defined as [4] (1)
1070-9908/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE and the corresponding inverse GDHT (IGDHT) is given by [4] (2) with . If we form (1) for all integers with , and , then . Thus, we see that and . When the sequence length is a multiple of three, the GDHT-II coefficients defined by (1) can be computed as follows.
A. Computation of ,
We have
B. Computation of ,

Using
, we obtain (4) where
C. Computation of ,
Applying
, we obtain
, it follows that
Hence we obtain , , where and . Thus it follows from (3), (4) and (9) that the coefficients , and can be computed by length-GDHT-II. Note that and .
D. Computation of and ,
These coefficients can be computed as follows (10) The decomposition method described above is categorized as "decimation in frequency." Its arithmetic cost for , is given by (11) where and denote the number of real multiplications and real additions required for computation of length-GDHT-II, respectively. The initial values are and . Note that multiplications with powers of 2 and permutations are not counted in (11). Note also that when , we have and
The inputs of (4) and (9) become and , respectively. In this case, 3 multiplications and 2 additions can be saved.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm has the same arithmetic cost as Bi's "decimation in time" GDHT-II algorithm [7] .
III. DIRECT COMPUTATION OF LENGTH-GDHT-II BY LENGTH-TRANSFORMS
Let be divisible by 3. The problem we will consider in this section is described as follows: Assume an -point sequence be created by the concatenation of three adjacent sequences of length , that is, , , and , and , and are their length-GDHT-II coefficients, respectively. How can we efficiently compute the -point GDHT-II coefficients when , , and are known? The schematic representation of the traditional approach is shown in Fig. 1 . We propose a new approach based on the algorithm derived in the previous section.
A. Computation of ,
From (3), we have (12)
B. Computation of ,
From (4) to (6), we have (13) where (14)
C. Computation of ,
Similar as for , we can deduce from (9) that (15) When all these coefficients are computed, the coefficients and ( mod ) for , can be obtained recursively by using (10) . The schematic representation of the proposed method is depicted in Fig. 2 .
IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON RESULTS
For a sequence of length-, the computational complexity of IGDHT-II is that of GDHT-II plus multiplications if the scaling factor is not the reciprocal of power of 2. A fast radix-3 algorithm for IGDHT-II can be found in [7] . For simplicity, we just choose two types of sequence length for the comparison of arithmetic cost.
A. Case ,
According to Fig. 2 , the arithmetic cost of the proposed algorithm is given by (16) According to Fig. 1 , the computational complexity of the traditional approach is as follows (17) The same initial values are used as those of (11). Because the scaling factor in IGDHT-II is not the reciprocal of power of 2, so, its computation is taken into account. The comparison results of the proposed algorithm and traditional approach are shown in Table I . It can be concluded from the table that the proposed method reduces the total number of arithmetic operations from 19% to 29% for varying from 9 to 243 when compared to the traditional approach. Note that the computational complexity shown in Table I is referring to the direct method but not to the radix-3 algorithm. 
B. Case ,
According to Fig. 2 , the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is given by (18) Note that when , the special angle can not be reached.
According to Fig. 1 , the computational complexity of the traditional approach is as follows (19) We then use Bi's algorithm to compute length-GDHT-II for , whose computational complexity can be found in [7] . Note that in this case the scaling factor in IGDHT-II is the reciprocal of power of 2, so, it does not need multiplication. The comparison results of the proposed algorithm and traditional approach are shown in Table II . It can be concluded from the table that the proposed method reduces the total number of arithmetic operations from 17% to 29% for varying from 12 to 384 when compared to the traditional approach.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed in this letter an efficient method for the direct computation of length-GDHT-II from three adjacent length-GDHT-II coefficients. Results show that the proposed method allows reducing the number of arithmetic operations compared to the traditional approach. Since the method proposed by Chiper [9] for the direct computation of GDHT-II is also available, its combination with the proposed method could find applications in signal processing tasks. In fact, scaling a GDHT-II-based signal by the factor of can be easily obtained by cascading Chiper's structure and that presented in this letter.
